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Have you ever experienced the peace of walking through the woods or the excitement of a storm

gathering on a beach? Artwork provides the ability for us to capture those moments and share them

with others.Drawing Nature for the Absolute Beginner offers a great beginner's course on drawing

nature. In their fun and friendly teaching style, Mark and Mary Willenbrink show you how to

realistically capture the world around you.All you need to get started are some simple supplies,

basic techniques, and inspiration. From field to forest, beach or mountain, begin with a structural

sketch, apply values and textures, and, before you know it, you'll be drawing everything you see.

You'll even learn how to render favorite wildlife such as chipmunks, deer and eagles!Follow along

with easy step-by-step demonstrations to draw rocks, seashells, butterflies and even more

developed nature scenes.Gain a working understanding of key concepts such as perspective, value

and composition.Discover simple tools and tips you can use right away to improve your art. Your

artistic journey can be as pleasant as your final destination with drawing instruction meant for

everyone.
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One of my very favorite drawing books. I bought Drawing for the Absolute Beginner and it was such

an amazing book, that I then purchased this oen and it's equally as good. I have no art background,

never learned to draw as a kid, but with this book and the other one, I am drawing and I'm drawing

things I am proud to show!! If you buy no other books, I'd say Drawing Nature for the Absolutel

Beginner and Drawing for the Absolute Beginner would be all you'd ever need to get started.

A beautifully illustrated and well written tutorial on drawing natural subjects. It has helped my

budding drawing skills and made the experience pleasurable. Easy to understand and follow.

Wonderful book for beginning artists. Covers shapes of animals shading, shapes of trees. Rocks,

waterfalls Turns what you might never attempt to draw into a easy task to accomplish

Has tips for those who already draw and definitely for those who are just beginning. Great Buy!

Definitely recommend it!

The book starts by showing the basic strokes, then goes on to drawing small objects, then on to

drawing the full scene. The material is weel chosen and clearly explained.

Very clear and encouraging instructions... and it was a lot of fun to see my results match the book's

examples.

A pretty worthless book if you are looking for an introduction to drawing. It shows you a bunch of

pictures to illustrate how shading changes an image. Yay (insert sarcasm)!!! The only use it is for

me is that I now have lots of examples of nature drawings. Thankfully, I can draw them because I

began with the book "You Can Draw in 30 Days" which was just brilliant in describing the how, when

and why you draw what you draw. THAT book completely transformed my ability to draw and

understand the intricacies of art.

Drawing Nature is another excellent book by Mark and Mary Willenbrink. It breaks every component

down to basic shapes and shows how to add texture and detail. Before you know it you've created

realistic rocks trees etc. My drawing has greatly improved (with practice of course) faster than I ever

expected. I highly recommend this book for anyone interested in drawing.
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